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In this paper the various types of vortex generation and the related response characteristics of
blu! bodies are described. The vortices are, in general, generated by a certain stimulation,
leading to one- or two-shear layer instability; the related unsteady forces could excite #exible
structures such as tall towers, tall buildings and long-span bridges. Karman vortex shedding is
well known as the alternate shedding vortex behind blu! bodies, but the one-shear layer
instability related vortices and symmetrical vortex shedding should also be taken into account
as additional mechanisms for the evaluation of structural safety, because they result in
structural response at comparatively low wind speeds. In this paper, the symmetrical vortex
shedding, which is enhanced by the longitudinally #uctuating #ow for 2-D rectangular cylinders
with a 0.5 side ratio, and one-shear layer related vortices, which are generated on the side
surfaces of #at 2-D rectangular cylinders and many bridge girder box sections by the stimula-
tion of body motion or applied sound, are introduced. Furthermore, as a peculiar 3-D vortex,
the &&axial vortex'', which is formed in near wake of inclined cables and then over restricted
velocity ranges, is also discussed. ( 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION

VORTEX-INDUCED VIBRATION is one of the major issues concerning #exible structures sub-
jected to cross-#ow, such as long-span bridges, tall buildings, tall towers, and so on. To
be able to "nd the appropriate countermeasure to suppress the aerodynamic response, the
generation mechanism of this response should be clari"ed "rst. However, because of the
complex geometrical shapes of actual structures, the #ow patterns around them and their
related response is also complex; therefore, the #uid}structure interaction has been investi-
gated for simpli"ed structural sections only, such as 2-D rectangular cylinders, H-shaped
cylinders, circular cylinders and so on, and mainly in smooth #ows. The vortices could be
classi"ed as follows: two-shear-layer related vortices (including the Karman vortex streets
and symmetrical vortices), one-shear-layer related vortices, 3-D vortices (including the tip
vortex and axial vortex), and others.

Bearman & Trueman (1972) and Mizota & Okajima (1981) discussed the drag force
related to the formation position of the Karman vortices behind 2-D rectangular cylinders
with various side ratios, and they concluded that the close formation of the rectangular rear
faces make the drag force large; they also explained the Nakaguchi peak (Nakaguchi et al.
1968) of the drag force of a 2-D rectangular cylinder with the speci"c side ratio of 0)64. King
(1977) showed the existence of symmetrical vortex shedding behind a circular cylinder at the
reciprocal reduced velocity of one-fourth of the Karman vortex resonance reduced velocity,
where in-line vibration could be excited. Knisely et al. (1986) also visualized a similar
symmetrical vortex shedding behind a 2-D rectangular cylinder with a side ratio of 0)5 in
a longitudinally harmonically #uctuating #ow in a water #ume. Williamson (1986) reported
9}9746/99/100791#21 $30.00 ( 1999 Academic Press
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complicated forms of Karman vortex shedding, such as oblique shedding, and also 3-D
characteristics around 2-D circular cylinders at a quite low Reynolds numbers.

Furthermore, Shimada & Meng (1998), by means of advanced CFD analysis, pointed out
that Karman vortex shedding tends to be quite weak or vanishing at the critical side ratios
of 2)8 and 6)0 for 2-D rectangular cylinders, where the Strouhal number suddenly changes
with varying side ratio. Matsumoto et al. (1988) reported that the Strouhal number associated
with Karman vortex-shedding is dependent on the angle of attack, which modi"es the #ow
pattern around the body, for 2-D rectangular cylinders with a side ratio of 2)0.

On the one-shear-layer related vortex generation, Parker & Welsh (1983), Rockwell
& Knisely (1978), Komatsu & Kobayashi (1980), Nakamura & Nakashima (1986) and
Shiraishi & Matsumoto (1983) discussed the vortex formation characteristics based on wind
tunnel or the water #ume tests. On the other hand, for cylindrical #exible towers or for an
inclined cable of cable-stayed bridges, the velocity-restricted vibration appears at higher
reduced velocity than Karman vortex-shedding resonance reduced velocity. A vortex from
the free end of a tower is called as &&tip vortex'' by Kitagawa et al. (1997), and a vortex in the
near wake of an inclined cable is called an &&axial vortex'' by Matsumoto (1998). In this
paper, the recent topics on vortex generation and the vortex-related excitation of structures
are introduced and discussed.

2. THE VORTEX-SHEDDING EXCITATION OF RECTANGULAR CYLINDERS
AND BRIDGE GIRDERS

Flow visualization around simpli"ed bridge box girders and plate girders, which are #at
rectangular cylinders, #at H-shaped ones, #at hexagonal ones, #at trapezoidal cylinders,
and so on, under forced heaving or torsional motion in a water #ume, showed both vortex
generation and vortex convection along the body side-surface towards the trailing edge.
A secondary vortex was also found in the near wake at the trailing edge, induced by body
motion [see Figures 1(a) and 1(b), which are for 2-D rectangular cylinders with B/D"8)2
and B/D"2, respectively, under heaving motion]. From the "lm of the visualized #ow
pattern, taken by a high-speed motion camera and from the direct measurement of the
unsteady pressure distribution on the body side surface, the average convection velocity of
this vortex from the leading edge of the body to the trailing edge, has been measured to be
approximately 60% of the approach #ow velocity.

For heaving motion, the vortex generated at the leading edge reaches the trailing edge,
where it coalesces with the trailing edge secondary vortex and an intensive vortex can, in
consequence, be shed in one cycle motion at the particular reduced velocity where the
vortex-induced vibration appears; this was called &&low-speed vortex excitation'' by
Nakamura & Nakashima (1986). Besides, this coalescence of two vortices, in a heaving
motion at a related speci"ed reduced velocity, can occur after two cycles, three cycles or
more of heaving motion. This coalescence condition is formulated as follows (Shiraishi
& Matsumoto 1983):

0)6n<¹
0
"B, (1)

after n cycles of heaving motion (n"1, 2, 3, . . .), where < is the oncoming #ow velocity,
¹
0

the natural period of heaving motion, and B the body chord-length in the longitudinal
direction. The following critical onset reduced velocity for heaving vortex shedding vibra-
tion is obtained from equation (1):

<
r#3
"(1/0)6n)(B/D), (2)



Figure 1. Motion-induced vortex on the side surface generated by heaving motion of (a) a 2-D rectangular cylinder
(B/D"8)2), and (b) a 2-D rectangular cylinder (B/D"2)0).
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where<
r
is the reduced velocity ("</f

0
D, f

0
being the natural frequency of heaving motion,

and D the body length in the cross-#ow direction), and B/D the side ratio. This formula
coincides with the peculiar Strouhal number proposed recently by Nakamura
& Nakashima (1986), i.e. for n"1,

St*"f
0
B/<"0)6.

The reduced velocity of vortex-induced vibration, <
r
"f

0
B/<, for almost all bridge

girders or fundamental structural blu! bodies, can be predicted well by equation (2) as
shown in Figure 2. Some of the data show the threshold reduced velocity corresponding to
n"2 in equation(1), which means that the vortex generated at the leading edge convects to
the trailing edge in two heaving motion cycles, and two vortices exist on the one side
surface. This vortex cannot be eliminated by the installation of splitter plates in the wake
(see Figure 3), which makes it clear that this vortex on the body side surface should
be clearly distinguished from a Karman vortex, and that its generation is not a!ected by the
wake #ow. Furthermore, the important role of the trailing edge vortex can be con"rmed by
the disappearance or signi"cant reduction of the heaving response by the installation of



Figure 2. Reduced onset/resonance velocity (<
onr

) for various blu! bodies (KV: caused by Karman vortex
shedding).
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splitter plates very close to the trailing edge, which disturbs the formation of the trailing
edge vortex, as shown in Figure 3. This vortex could be generated by the enhancement of
a one-shear-layer instability, by the motion itself (Komatsu & Kobayashi 1980; Shiraishi
& Matsumoto 1983), or by the edge-tone e!ect at the body trailing edge (Nakamura
& Nakashima 1986).

On the other hand, for torsional motion, a leading edge vortex with 0)6 < mean velocity,
reaches the trailing edge after 1)5, 2)5, 3)5, etc., cycles of the torsional motion to coalesce
with the trailing edge vortex, because the phase of the trailing edge vortex generation di!ers
from that of the leading edge vortex for torsional motion by 1803. The reduced velocity
threshold, in this case can be expressed as follows (Shiraishi & Matsumoto 1983):

<
r#3
"(1/0)6)(B/D)/(n!0)5), (3)

where n"1, 2, 3,2.
The critical reduced velocity for the torsional vortex vibration of rectangular cylinders

with B/D"2)0 can be predicted well by this formula, as illustrated in Figure 4. It is seen
that the torsional response could appear when the separated vortex from the leading edge
arrives at the trailing edge in a half cycle of torsional motion in order to coalesce into the
secondary vortex generated at trailing edge.

A particular case of the torsional response is shown in Figure 5. If the rotational axis is
"xed behind the trailing edge of a rectangular cylinder with B/D"4, then the torsional
response occurs at two di!erent reduced velocities. These characteristics clearly show that
two di!erent vortex excitations exist, i.e. the one-shear-layer vortex-related response char-
acterized by equation (3) and the Karman vortex excitation de"ned by the reciprocal of the
Strouhal number. A splitter plate in the wake can suppress the second response due to the



Figure 3. E!ect of splitter plate(s) in a wake on vortex-induced oscillation (heaving motion) for a 2-D rectangular
cylinder with B/D"2)0, in smooth #ow.
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Karman vortex and alternatively amplify the "rst response due to the one-shear-layer
vortex, as shown in Figure 5 (Shiraishi & Matsumoto 1983).

In order to suppress or mitigate the velocity-restricted response caused by the one-shear-
layer related vortex, the control of the generation of the leading edge vortex caused by body
motion is essential, and a suitable modi"cation of the leading edge geometrical shape, e.g.
by the installation of edge fairing, wind noses, de#ectors, #ap plates and so on, is often used
as an aerodynamic countermeasure. On the other hand, increasing the Scruton number
(Sc"2md/oD2, where m is the mass per unit length, d the structural damping, o the air
density, D the body dimension) for structures is also e!ective for response mitigation;
therefore, some damping devices have been installed inside or under bridge decks.

3. VORTEX ENHANCED BY APPLIED SOUND

A vortex could be generated by the enhancement of shear-layer instability by sound. Parker
& Welsh (1983) reported the e!ect of sound on the #ow pattern on the side surface of



Figure 4. Torsional vortex-induced oscillation for a 2-D rectangular cylinder with B/D"2)0.

Figure 5. Torsional vortex-induced oscillation of 2-D rectangular cylinder with B/D"4)0 without/with a splitter
plate in a wake.
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rectangular cylinders with various side ratios. The applied sound technique is useful for the
evaluation of bridge girder sensitivity to vortex-induced vibration. For example, instead of
the direct measurement of the response of box sections or girders in an elastically supported
system, the unsteady pressure measurement on the stationary girder side-surface with the
application of sound on the side-surface from the ceiling and the #oor of a wind tunnel, can
be used to evaluate the instability grade of the bridge girder to vortex-induced vibration. If
the unsteady pressure, with the frequency synchronized to the applied sound frequency on
the stationary body side-surface, is signi"cantly enhanced at the speci"ed reduced frequency
where the vortex-induced vibration appears, then this body must show a signi"cant vortex-
induced vibration. In other words, the instability/stability grade of blu! bodies in relation
to vortex-induced vibration can be evaluated by the sensitivity of unsteady pressure on the
stationary body side-surface to the applied sound, with the great advantage of a signi"cant
time saving in comparison to testing of elastically supported bodies. An example of such
a test result is shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), in which the < (velocity) versus A (amplitude
of heaving response) diagrams are compared with the PSD of unsteady pressure on
a stationary body side-surface (Matsumoto et al. 1991).

4. SYMMETRICAL VORTEX-SHEDDING ENHANCED BY LONGIDUDINALLY
HARMONICALLY FLUCTUATING FLOW

The symmetrical vortex shedding for a circular cylinder in the range of a quarter the
reduced velocity corresponding to the reciprocal of the Strouhal number was visualized by
King (1977). This symmetrical vortex shedding might excite longitudinal response at
comparatively low wind velocity; therefore, the detailed understanding of this vortex-
induced vibration is important in the design of #exible structures. Figure 7(a) shows
the symmetrical vortex shedding for a 2-D rectangular cylinder with B/D"0)5 under the
longitudinally harmonically #uctuating #ow, whose r.m.s. value was less than 0)01 of
the mean oncoming #ow velocity, at the speci"ed reduced velocity, characterized by the
#uctuating #ow frequency of a quarter of 1/St where St is the Strouhal number (Knisely
et al. 1986). In addition to the symmetric vortex shedding at this velocity, the highly
ampli"ed Karman vortex shedding, which rolled up very strongly and very closely to the
cylinder rear surface in the wake, was intermittently observed as shown in Figure 7(b). The
intensive Karman vortex shedding could make the drag force larger than in a smooth #ow
(Matsumoto et al. 1984).

The elastic wind tunnel model of the horizontal twin beams with rectangular sections of
a giant crane, showed an in-line vortex vibration at a speci"ed reduced velocity of 1/4S1,
and seemed to be caused by this kind of the symmetrical vortex shedding(Shiraishi
& Matsumoto 1981).

5. VORTEX SHEDDING CHARACTERISTICS OF 2-D RECTANGULAR
CYLINDERS WITH 0)5 SIDE-RATIO DEPENDING ON THE

ANGLE OF ATTACK

The #ow pattern around the body characterizes its aerostatic and aerodynamic features.
A 2-D rectangular cylinder with B/D"0)5 changes its aerostatic and aerodynamic charac-
teristics with the angle of attack. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the test results of the Strouhal
number (S1), the lift force coe$cient (C

L
), and the drag force coe$cient (C

D
) versus the angle

of attack (a or b"903!a). From these results, it is seen that the characteristic values
change suddenly at the particular angle of attack of a"23 and 833 (Matsumoto et al. 1988).
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Figure 7. (a) Symmetric vortex shedding synchronized to the pulsating frequency (f
p
D/<M "4St). (b) The Karman

vortex shedding (alternat asymmetric vortex shedding).



Figure 8. Strouhal number, St, versus the angle of attack b for 2-D rectangular cylinder with B/D"0)5.

Figure 9. Lift coe$cient C
L

versus the angle of attack b for 2-D rectangular cylinder with B/D"0)5.
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Figure 10. Drag coe$cient for various b (2-D rectangular cylinder with B/D"0)5).

Figure 11. Illustration of #ow separation depending on b (2-D rectangular cylinder with B/D"0)5).
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The reason for these characteristics can be explained by the change of the time-average #ow
pattern, depending upon the angle of attack, as illustrated in Figure 11.

Furthermore, the vortex-shedding characteristics were also investigated by the applied
sound method. The same kinds of vortices as those by the applied sound were enhanced at
a speci"ed reduced frequency. The amplitudes of the #uctuating lift force coe$cient (C

L
)

and the drag force coe$cient (C
D
), which are synchronized to the applied sound frequency,

are illustrated as the function of the reduced velocity, characterized by the sound frequency,
in Figure 12(a) (for the lift force) and Figure 12(b) (for the drag force) for
a"0, 15, 23, 35, 45, 60, 75, 83, 88 and 903. The local peaks in these diagrams are due the
enhancement of the vortex-shedding/generation, where the local peaks of the lift force at
1/S1 and 1)67DM /BM correspond to the Karman vortex-shedding and the one-shear-layer
related vortex generation, respectively. On the other hand, the local peaks of the drag force
at 1/S1 (because of the out-of-phase sound stimulation in this test) and 1/4S1 correspond to
the Karman vortex-shedding and the symmetrical vortex-shedding, respectively. In sum-
mary, for 03(a(233, the Karman vortex-shedding, the symmetrical vortex-shedding and
the one-shear-layer instability-related vortex generation, could appear. For 233(a(833,
only Karman vortex-shedding exists and for 833(a(903, the Karman vortex, the sym-
metrical vortex-shedding and the one-shear-layer instability-related vortex generation
could exist apparently or latently for some vortices.
Figure 12(a). Fluctuating life coe$cient, synchronized with the out-of-phase applied sound, for stationary 2-D
rectangular cylinder with various b(B/D"0)5).



Figure 12(b). Fluctuating drag coe$cient, synchronized with the out-of phase applied sound, for stationary 2-D
rectangular cylinder with various b(B/D"0)5).
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6. THE AXIAL VORTEX BEHIND AN INCLINED CABLE AND THE TIP VORTEX
FROM THE FREE END OF TOWER STRUCTURES

Inclined cables of cable-stayed bridges have often shown violent vibration on windy and
rainy days, which has become a major issue for the bridge designers nowadays. This cable
vibration is often observed on rainy days, therefore it is called &&rain vibration'' or &&rain- and
wind-induced vibration''. Based upon many experiences to-date, the following conditions
ought to be satis"ed for the appearance of this type of cable vibration: a wind velocity range
of 5}15 m/s, in the subcritical Reynolds number range, in a skew wind direction to the
bridge axis, for the downstream side cables behind a bridge tower, for cables lapped by
polyethylene, in comparatively low-turbulence wind, and so on. These conditions are not
always essential; for example, a few cable vibrations were observed not on rainy days but on
"ne or cloudy days, at a high wind velocity (for example 40 m/s), on the upstream cables of
a bridge tower, for other cable surface conditions such as FRP ("bre resin pipe), and so on
(Matsumoto et al. 1992).

In a wind tunnel, the inclined/yawed cable model without a water rivulet on the cable
surface, therefore with a smooth cable surface, showed a galloping instability in smooth
#ow, which was clari"ed to be caused by the axial #ow at the near wake of the



Figure 13. Flow visualization of the axial #ow for inclined cable with b"453; the #ow comes from the left-hand
side. Visualization by (a) liquid para$n, and (b) by light small #ags.
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inclined/yawed cable, as visualized in Figure 13 (yawed cable with b"453 in a smooth
#ow). This axial #ow causes the negative slope of the lift force, which was con"rmed by the
lift force measurement for the nonyawed cable with an arti"cial #ow in the near wake (see
Figure 14 for a smooth-surface cable with b"453 in a smooth #ow), and the axial #ow
velocity is almost equal to the approach #ow velocity at b"453 (Matsumoto et al.1992).
Furthermore, the upper water rivulet on a cable surface causes the negative slope of the lift
force as shown in Figure 15, where a thin tape modelled the water rivulet and where its
location from the front #ow stagnation point is denoted by h in this "gure. The aerodynam-
ic instability depends sensitively on the location of the upper rivulet. However, both
< (velocity) versus A (response amplitude) and d (aerodynamic logarithmic damping)
diagrams (see Figure 16: the yawed smooth surface cable with b"453 in a smooth #ow) and
the unsteady lift force coe$cient diagrams in terms of aerodynamic damping (see Figure 17:
the yawed and smooth surface cable with b"453 a smooth #ow) clearly indicate
the velocity-restricted response at certain speci"c reduced velocity ranges, which are



Figure 14. Lateral force coe$cient characteristic of nonyawed cylinder with arti"cial axial #ow (in smooth #ow).
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comparatively higher than the resonance reduced velocity with Karman vortex-shedding;
they seem to be certain multiples of 20, such as 40, 80 and so on.

Because, in the <}A}d diagram, the existence of vortex-induced vibration can be known
by both of the appearance of a response and the drastic change of aerodynamic damping, in
the velocity axis and in an H*

1
diagram the local positive velocity axis means the aerody-

namically unstable range.
Furthermore Figure 18 shows the enhanced velocity #uctuation in the wake, synchro-

nized to the cable vibration frequency, under a forced cross-#ow vibration with a stationary
amplitude, at the speci"c reduced velocity which corresponds to the response appearance.
This fact clearly implies the existence of a certain vortex-shedding at such a higher reduced
velocity range; in other words, with a much longer period than that of the conventional
Karman vortex-shedding (Matsumoto 1998).

The cable response accelerations of Meiko West Bridge I (old bridge) and Bridge II (new
one), with the main span length of both bridges 405 m, have been measured by the Japan
Highway Authority. Some examples of the unsteady power spectra obtained by wavelet
analysis of the cable response are shown in Figure 19 (for the Old Bridge) and Figure 20 (for
the New Bridge) (Matsumoto 1998). The former result shows the typical beating character-
stics, which have been observed for many old and new bridges. In the response shown in



Figure 15. Lateral force coe$cient of yawed cable (b"453) with arti"cial upper rivulet (in smooth #ow).

Figure 16. Velocity (<) versus amplitude (A) and damping (d) diagram for a yawed cable with rivulet (vertical angle
a"03, yaw angle b"453, location of arti"cial upper rivulet measured from the front #ow-stagnation h"723).
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Figure 17. Unsteady lift force coe$cient, H*
1
, related to aerodynamic damping for a cable with rivulet (h"633) in

smooth #ow.

Figure 18. (a) Velocity-amplitude diagram and (b) the power of the #uctuating velocity in a wake synchronized to
heaving forced motion of the yawed cable (b"353) with rivulet (h"583).
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Figure 19, the beat response occurred with the 4th and the 5th modes of the inclined cable,
whose reduced velocities corresponded to 32 and 25, respectively. Furthermore, the long
period of the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the beat response corresponds to a reduced
velocity of approximately 120. It should be noted that the inclined cables are apt to show
a beat response with a suitable combination of modes in the way that the long period of the
beating vibration might correspond to characteristic reduced velocity ranges, such as 20, 40,
60, 80, 100, 120, and so on. Also in Figure 19, the nonstationary peak appears locally at the
speci"ed reduced velocity ranges of 40 and 80. On the other hand, in a few cases, even
a comparatively steady response could be observed, as shown in Figure 20 for the new
bridge. The 3rd mode vibration appeared at the reduced velocity range of around 20.



Figure 19. Observed beat response of Meiko Old Bridge: (a) time trace; (b) wavelet analysis.
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The reason for the velocity-restricted response at the high-reduced velocity is unfortu-
nately not su$ciently clari"ed yet, but a certain vortex with a long period, which would be
generated by the complex #ow "eld around the inclined cable, surely excites the inclined
cable. Figure 21 shows the #ow pattern around a yawed smooth surface cable model with
b"453 in a smooth #ow, visualized by the #uid para$n method, in which a vortex along
the cable axis, so called &&axial vortex'', can be observed. In particular, it seems that the
Karman vortex-sheds more strongly once every three vortex-sheddings, which must be
related to the &&axial vortex''. This intermittent ampli"cation of the Karman vortex-shedding
can clearly be found in the unsteady lift force diagram and the #uctuating velocity diagram,
obtained by wavelet analysis, and in the wake of the yawed (b"453) cable model with
a smooth surface, as shown in Figures 22 and 23, respectively. On the other hand, Durgin
et al. (1980), Shirakashi et al. (1985) and Nakagawa et al. (1983) reported that the peak
appeared at the PSD of the #uctuating velocity in the wake of an inclined circular cylinder
at the speci"ed frequency corresponding to a higher-than-the-reciprocal-of-Strouhal-num-
ber reduced velocity of 2)8 (by Durgin) or 3)0 (by Shirakashi), i.e. approximately 20. Their
reports must be fundamentally identical to the one on inclined cable aerodynamics dis-
cussed above.



Figure 20. Observed single mode vibration of Meiko New Bridge: (a) time trace; (b) wavelet analysis.
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Furthermore, Kawai (1996) and Kitagawa et al. (1997) discussed the appearance of
a similar phenomenon for a tapered circular tower or a circular tower at around <

r
"20.

Kitagawa et al. (1997) suggested this response would cause a certain vortex near the top of
the tower, the so-called &&tip vortex''. The &&tip vortex'' must also be generated by complex
three-dimensional #ow. The detailed mechanisms of the &&axial vortex'' of an inclined cable
and the &&tip vortex'' should be investigated in more detail in further studies.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the various types of vortex generation around blu! bodies are introduced and
discussed; however, their mechanisms are not always su$ciently clear as yet. More detailed
tests, with various highly advanced techniques or with the aid of CFD, would be essential
for the clari"cation of these complex mechanisms.



Figure 21. Visualized axial vortex by liquid para$n around yawed cable (b"453).



Figure 22. (a) Unsteady #uctuating velocity in a wake of the stationary yawed cable (b"453) and (b,c) the wavelet
analyzed results (<"5)0 m/s).
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Figure 23. Unsteady lift force of the stationary yawed cable (wavelet analysis).
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